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C
luster-assembled materials are of
interest because they exploit the
uniqueness of clusters and situate

them among potentially functional
materials.1�17 These materials serve as a
link between the predictable size-invariant
properties of solids and the evolution in
properties observed at the subnanometer
scale where every atom counts.4�10,18�22 In-
deed, chemical, electronic, and magnetic
properties of clusters are found to vary
markedly with size and composition due to
both quantum confinement and chemical
interactions. Recent synthetic advances
confirm that the constructed materials can
retain the characteristics of the original
building blocks.14�16 The fundamental ques-
tion is, what controls the properties of the
material once the clusters are incorporated?
The important role of countercations in de-
termining the electronic structure of
cluster-assembled materials has been dis-
cussed previously,23,24 however a direct cor-
relation between the theoretical calcula-
tions based on actual crystal structures and
experimentally measured band gaps has
not been reported. Here, we show that the
electronic properties of cluster-assembled
materials derived from anionic Zintl clusters
are controlled by the nature of the counter-
cations and the degree of charge transfer
to the cluster.

Among the various classes of cluster-
assembled materials,4�11,22,25 Zintl clusters
allow a comprehensive study of the effects
of architectures with different dimensional-
ity on physical properties.26�29 Zintl phases
form crystalline solids from the combination
of heavy post-transition metals with electro-
positive elements such as the alkali metals.
We identified As7

3� as one of the potential

building blocks for such a demonstration.14

The As7 cluster typically requires three addi-
tional electrons to complete its electronic
shell. When combined with alkali metals,
charge transfer from the alkali atoms to the
As cluster results in a As7

3� anion that is sur-
rounded by alkali metal cations, thereby
forming compact and crystalline cluster as-
semblies.28 While such cluster solids have
been known for some time,26�29 they serve
as an ideal test for probing the materials
properties and determining the parameters
that control them in a variety of cluster
assemblies.4�10 Our results further under-
score the ability to tune the properties of
cluster-assembled materials by judicious se-
lection of alkali metal countercations or co-
valent transition metal linkers.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We undertook the synthesis and charac-

terization of a wide variety of As7
3�-based

cluster assemblies with different counterca-
tions, and measured their optical band
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ABSTRACT One pathway toward nanomaterials with controllable band gaps is to assemble solids where

atomic clusters serve as building blocks, since the electronic structures of clusters vary with size and composition.

To study the role of organization in cluster assemblies, we synthesized multiple architectures incorporating As7
3�

clusters through control of the countercations. Optical measurements revealed that the band gaps vary from

1.1�2.1 eV, even though the assemblies are constructed from the identical cluster building block. Theoretical

studies explain this variation as being a result of altering the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital levels by

changing the countercations. Additional variations in the gap are made by covalently linking the clusters with

species of varying electronegativity to alter the degree of charge transfer. These findings offer a general protocol

for syntheses of nanoassemblies with tunable electronic properties.

KEYWORDS: cluster-assembled materials · Zintl-ions · band-gap · diffuse
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gaps to determine how the electronic properties were

affected. These clusters were crystallized in the pres-

ence of the polycyclic multidentate ligand,

4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8]hexa-

cosane (commonly known as cryptand-222; henceforth

“Crypt”), and structurally characterized using X-ray crys-

tallography (Figure 1 and Figure S2; Tables S1a and

S1b). All of these cluster assemblies are synthesized ei-

ther directly (compound 1) or from the reaction of As7A3

[A � K, Rb, Cs] in ethylenediamine with K or Cs (com-

pound 2�4).30 The precursor, As7A3, was directly syn-

thesized in bulk from the corresponding elements in

ethylenediamine. We also synthesized the complemen-

tary As11
3�-based assemblies but here focus on As7

3�-

based assemblies.

The selection of Crypt as a cation sequestering agent

facilitates the syntheses of Cs-linked cluster assemblies

due to Crypt’s selective sequestering ability for K� and

Rb� over Cs� (Figure S1A). Figure S1B shows the acces-

sible triangular and tetragonal faces of the As7 cluster,

which can be utilized for chemical modifications and for

constructing assemblies with direct ionic linkages in

one, two, or three dimensions. Similar As7-based assem-

blies were synthesized in our laboratory to delineate

the effect of alkali metal linking on the optical band

gaps (Figure 1). For example, Figure 1A shows the

As7Cs3 (compound 1), where the As7 motifs are linked

through Cs� in all three dimensions, while As7Cs1.5(K-

Crypt)1.5 (compound 3), shown in Figure 1B, consists of
two-dimensional sheets of As7 clusters separated by
cryptated K cations. Several other cluster assemblies
linked by alkali metals ions, as described in Table 1, are
provided in a supplemental figure (Figure S2).

The variations in the architectures and composi-
tions of the assemblies lead to different electronic, op-
tical, and other properties. To demonstrate this, we
measured the optical band gaps of cluster-assembled
materials using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, and
the Kubelka�Munk model.31�33 This two-flux model,
which considers only diffuse light, is used to determine
the absorption coefficients from a surface that both
scatters and absorbs incident radiation. For a crystal-
line solid with a band gap (Ebg), the frequency depen-
dence (�) of the absorption coefficient (�) can be ap-
proximated as

where BT is a constant derived from the square of the
averaged dipolar momentum matrix element, and n is
equal to 0.5 and 2 for direct and indirect band gap tran-
sitions, respectively.34�37 Using the above equation,
the band gap of a material can be obtained by extrapo-
lating to zero with the linear fit to a plot of (�h�)1/n ver-
sus h�. Figures 2 and S3 show the Tauc plots for the
measured cluster assemblies; the corresponding deter-
mined values of the band gaps are listed in Table 1. The
linearity and agreement with the Tauc relation for both
n � 0.5 (Figure S3) and n � 2 (Figure 2) indicate the
presence of both direct and indirect optical transitions,
respectively. However, all the compounds have indirect
transitions (Figure 2) with band gaps smaller than the
direct ones (Figure S3).

We observe significant variations in the band gaps
of different cluster-assembled materials made from the
same As7 cluster building block. For example, As7Cs3

(compound 1) has Ebg � 1.09 eV, while As7Cs2(K-Crypt)
(compound 2) has Ebg � 2.04 eV. The experimental re-
sults also reveal general trends regarding the band gaps
in these cluster-assembled materials. For example, the

Figure 1. X-ray crystallographic structures of (A) three-dimensional
material of As7Cs3 (compound 1); (B) two-dimensional sheet of As7

clusters bound by Cs� (compound 3), with (K-Crypt)� separating
these layers; (C) one-dimensional arrangement of Au2(As7)2

4� clus-
ters linked by naked K� and separated by additional (K-Crypt)�

(compound 7); (D) zero-dimensional Zn(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 clusters in
the solid state (compound 5). Arsenic atoms are shown in red, ce-
sium in purple, potassium in blue, zinc in gray, and gold in gold. In
panel A, the interactions of Cs� with As7 for compound 1 are not
shown, while (K-Crypt)� are indicated only as isolated K� in pan-
els B�D for clarity.

TABLE 1. Experimentally Measured and Theoretically
Calculated Band Gaps for the As7-Based Cluster-
Assembled Materials

compound
cluster

formula
band-gap (eV)
experimental

band-gap (eV)
theoretical

Building Unit: As7
3�

1 As7Cs3 1.09 � 0.052 1.19
2 As7Cs2(K-Crypt) 2.04 � 0.12 1.98
3 As7Cs1.5(K-Crypt)1.5 2.08 � 0.05 1.84
4 As7Cs1.5(Rb-Crypt)1.5 1.77 � 0.021 1.80

Building Unit: T(As7)2
4� (T � Zn and Au)

5 Zn(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 1.99 � 0.052 1.97
6 Au2(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 1.69 � 0.016 1.68
7 Au2(As7)2K2(K-Crypt)2 1.46 � 0.021 1.43

κ(ν) )
BT(hν - Ebg)n

hν ,
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two-dimensional sheets, As7Cs1.5(K-Crypt)1.5 (compound

3) and As7Cs2(K-Crypt) (compound 2), have larger band

gaps, Ebg � 2.08 and 2.04 eV, respectively, while the

three-dimensional assembly, As7Cs3 (compound 1), has

a lower band gap, Ebg � 1.09 eV. Cluster assemblies

made from the same motif should be isoelectronic, yet

the band gap is almost doubled on moving from Cs to

cryptated K.

To delineate the roles of various atoms and clus-

ters, first principles electronic structure investigations

were undertaken to probe the electronic band structure

and the nature of the electronic states marking the set

of highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular

orbitals (HOMO and LUMO, respectively). All the calcu-

lations were carried out within a gradient corrected

density functional formalism with two complementary

schemes. The calculations on periodic solids were car-

ried out using a plane-wave basis set with the projector

augmented plane-wave method, while some represen-

tative clusters were studied using a real space linear

combination of atomic orbitals molecular orbital ap-

proach, to investigate local effects. The calculations on

the bulk solids have been performed on the basis of

X-ray crystallographic structures (Figure 1 and Figure

S2), and the details are provided in the methods and

Supporting Information.30

Figure 3A shows the band structure of the As7Cs2(K-

Crypt) solid. The energy bands have very low disper-

sion, attributed to the fact that As7
3� motifs are sepa-

rated from each other by the alkali cation and do not

interact directly. The As7
3� motif is a closed-shell spe-

cies stabilized by charge transfer from alkali atoms, the

latter thereby also acquiring closed-shell configura-

tions. Consequently, the resulting solid is a semiconduc-

tor (as the valence band is completely full and sepa-

rated from the conduction band). The energy bands

have low dispersion, which should result in large effec-

tive masses of the carriers. On the other hand, the weak

intercluster interactions may lead to soft phonon

modes. Combinations of these features could be ex-

pected to lead to novel transport properties, such as

the high superconducting transition temperatures in

alkali-linked fullerides.38 A key property is the band gap,

and Table 1 shows the theoretical values obtained

from the band structure calculations of the solids of

compounds 1�4. The calculated band gaps are in good

agreement with the corresponding experimentally

measured band gaps. Note that the density functional

calculations are known to underestimate the band gap

in bulk semiconductors.39 In cluster solids, the band

Figure 2. Tauc plots showing the band gaps determined
from the optical absorption spectra (see text) of (A)
alkali�metal-linked As7 cluster assemblies (compounds
1�4) and (B) cluster assemblies with either Zn or Au co-
valently bound to As7 (compounds 5�7).

Figure 3. (A) Band plots of As7Cs2(K-Crypt) with the frontier
orbitals of the clusters shown. (B) Band gaps of As7A3 and
As11A3 Zintl phases and the HOMOs of the neutral atoms. (C)
A molecular orbital diagram of Au2, K3(As7)2Au2

� and K3As7

and the charge densities of the covalent bonds between the
gold atoms and the arsenic clusters (A � alkali metal).
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gaps are associated with weakly broadened localized
states in cluster motifs, which are better described by
density functional theory.

The cluster solid is essentially an assembly of As7A3

motifs and hence its electronic spectrum can be re-
garded as electronic states of As7A3 motifs modified by
the architecture of the assembled unit. The electronic
states in the individual components are only mildly
broadened by the collective assembly, and the clus-
ters’ varying local environment causes small shifts in
the bands. To probe the origins of the varying band
gaps, we therefore examined the nature of their fron-
tier orbitals in isolated As7A3 clusters. We analyzed the
electronic states marking the HOMOs and the LUMOs
and plotted the charge densities of As7A3 (shown in Fig-
ure 3A). While the HOMO is composed almost entirely
of contributions from the As atoms, the LUMO is mainly
localized on the alkali metal cations. This indicates that
the orbital on the countercation and not the electronic
structure of the As cluster building block primarily con-
trols the position of the LUMO. The LUMO of the ma-
terial is therefore derived from the absolute position of
the HOMO of the neutral alkali metal atom. This close
correlation is seen in Figure 3B, which shows the ener-
gies of the HOMOs of the alkali metal atoms and the cal-
culated band gaps of the pure Zintl materials. These
were obtained by calculating the band structures of op-
timized As7A3 and As11A3 assemblies for various alkali at-
oms in the observed orthorhombic and monoclinic
structures of As7Cs3 and As11Cs3.28,29 The experimental
and theoretical band gaps for As11(K-Crypt)3 are also in-
cluded, because As7(K-Crypt)3 cannot be crystallized.
The HOMO of the free neutral atom is lowest for lithium
and increases as the size of the atom increases, except
for the cryptated potassium, in which the lone pair on
the polyether greatly destabilizes the HOMO. There is
mixing of the states in solids with mixed countercations,
as replacing a single Cs atom with cryptated K ions re-
sults in an increase of Ebg from 1.1 to 2.1 eV; so, the com-
position of the countercation is the dominant feature,
which controls the band gap in these alkali metal linked
Zintl clusters-assemblies. Our calculations suggest the
effective upper limit of the band gap of these cluster
materials to be ca. 2.5 eV, which is the effective
HOMO�LUMO gap of As7

3�.
While the variation of the LUMO seems to domi-

nate in solids, our studies in finite clusters indicate that
the band gap is also dependent on the degree of
charge transfer. To probe the effect of charge transfer,
we investigated the effect on the band gap of covalent
linkers with varying electronegativity. These assem-
blies are synthesized from the reaction of As7K3 in eth-
ylenediamine with Zn(C6H5)2 (compound 5), and
AuP(C6H5)3Cl (compounds 6�7).30 The crystal struc-
tures of Zn(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 (compound 5) and
Au2(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 (compound 6) revealed that two
As7 units are linked by one Zu and two Au atoms, re-

spectively, while (K-Crypt)� ions balance the additional

charges. The Au2(As7)2
4� building unit can further be ar-

ranged in a one-dimensional fashion as Au2(As7)2K2(K-

Crypt)2 (compound 7) by controlling the ratio of naked

and cryptated K�. The one- and zero-dimensional ar-

rangements of Au2(As7)2
4� and Zn(As7)2

4� are shown in

Figure 1 panels C and D, respectively. Band gaps of

these three cluster-assemblies (compound 5�7) have

been measured experimentally and compared with the

theoretical values (Table 1).

The formation of this stable crystal, Au2(As7)2K2(K-

Crypt)2, was quite interesting since the ionization po-

tential of a Au atom is 9.22 eV, compared to 4.34 eV for

K. The substitution of K by Au is not expected to result

in the same donation of charge. First principles elec-

tronic structure calculations on a representative

(As7)2Au2K3
� cluster were carried out using effective

core potentials that include relativistic effects to repre-

sent the Au atoms. Figure 3C shows the one-electron

levels in an isolated Au2 molecule, an (As7)2Au2K3
� clus-

ter, and an isolated As7K3 cluster. The electron levels

that have appreciable contributions from Au sites are

shown in gold. The Au atoms form deep bonding states

in the (As7)2Au2K3
� clusters, indicative of covalent inter-

actions. This is further confirmed by the charge density

in the Au-rich orbitals shown in Figure 3C. The covalent

bond between the Au and arsenic cluster’s lone pair

also reduces the number of K atoms required to stabi-

lize the resulting solid from three to two.

We theoretically investigated the electronic struc-

tures of these covalently linked cluster assemblies to

understand the band gap variations, encouraged by the

excellent agreement between calculated and experi-

mentally measured band gaps. First, we replaced the

two K atoms in Au2(As7)2K2(K-Crypt)2 by two (K-Crypt)�

to form Au2(As7)2(K-Crypt)4, which resulted in an in-

crease of the band gap due to countercation effects,

as previously noted. Further, Au atoms are monovalent

and one could stabilize the solid by replacing two Au at-

oms by a single divalent atom such as Zn. Indeed, the

structure of Zn(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 was similar to that of

Au2(As7)2(K-Crypt)4 except that Au2 is replaced by a

single Zn atom. While the structure is similar, the substi-

tution of Au2 by Zn increases the band gap from 1.69

to 1.99 eV (Table 1). To probe the origins of this in-

crease, representative electronic structure studies on

(As7)2ZnK4 were carried out and the results compared

with those for (As7)2Au2K4 clusters. A Hirshfeld charge

analysis indicated that while the net charge on each Au

atom is �0.02, the charge on the Zn sites is �0.17,

showing greater charge transfer to the arsenic motif in

the Zn assembly. As the enhanced charge transfer low-

ers the HOMO states on the arsenic anion, a decrease in

the electronegativity of the linker results in an increase

in the band gap of the solid.
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CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate how the remarkable prop-

erties of clusters evolve into the properties of cluster-
assembled materials in unexpected ways. Our findings,
that the HOMO of the alkali metal countercation and
the degree of charge transfer play important roles in de-
termining the band gaps of these cluster-assembled
solids, open the possibility of tuning the electronic
properties of other cluster assemblies through system-
atic choices of the alkali/Crypt cations and their combi-
nations. Developing new polyvalent anions with vary-
ing valence configurations through covalent bonding

of the existing clusters with other elements offers an ad-
ditional method for controlling the band gaps of clus-
ter assemblies. Thus, linking Zintl ions through both co-
valent bonds, as well as electrostatic interactions,
enables greater control over band gaps than possible
in typical Zintl phases simply consisting of Zintl ions and
alkali metals. We anticipate that this novel strategy for
the development of tunable band gap materials
using combinations of clusters and counterions may
find applications in optoelectronics and enable the
assembly of more complex materials with multiple
band gaps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of Cluster Assemblies (Compounds 1�7). All manipulations

were performed in an argon-filled glovebox. The precursors,
As7A3 (A � K, Rb, and Cs), were directly synthesized in scintilla-
tion vials from the corresponding elements in ethylenediamine
and used for further synthetic and crystallization manipulations.
The solutions were then mixed in separate scintillation vials with
the appropriate reactants to prepare cluster assemblies (com-
pounds 1�7). Afterward, the suspension was filtered through a
syringe filter, the solution was layered with toluene or tetrahy-
drofuran, and after 4�10 days crystals were recovered from the
test tube. Details of the synthesis of individual assemblies are
given in the Supporting Information.

Crystal Structure Determination. A suitable crystal for each com-
pound was carefully selected under a polarizing microscope
and glued to a loop. The single crystal diffraction data were col-
lected on a Bruker APEX diffractometer with a CCD area detector
at 120 K. The X-ray generator was operated at 50 kV and 32 mA
using Mo K� (� � 0.71073 Å) radiation. Data were collected with
	 scan width of 0.3°. A total of 600, 430, 235, and 50 frames
were collected in three different settings of 
 (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°),
keeping the sample-to-detector distance fixed at 6.03 cm and
the detector position (2�) fixed at �25°. Pertinent experimental
details of the structure determinations of 1�7 are presented in
Tables S1a and S1b.

The data were reduced using SAINTPLUS,40 and an empirical
absorption correction was applied using the SADABS41 program.
The crystal structure was solved by direct methods using
SHELXS97 and refined using SHELXL97 present in the SHELXTL
V6.1442 package. All non-hydrogen atoms were easily found from
the different Fourier maps and refined anisotropically. For the fi-
nal refinement, the hydrogen atoms were placed in geometri-
cally ideal positions and refined using the riding mode. The last
cycles of the refinement included atomic positions, anisotropic
thermal parameters for all the non-hydrogen atoms, and isotro-
pic thermal parameters for all the hydrogen atoms. Full-matrix-
least-squares structure refinement against F2 was carried out us-
ing the SHELXTL V6.14 package of programs.

Solid-State Band Gap Measurements. Diffuse reflectance spectra
were collected at room temperature using a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 950 UV�vis-NIR spectrophotometer, equipped with a
Harrick Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory. A photo-
multiplier tube was used for detection in the 320�860.5 nm
range, while a lead sulfide detector was used for the 860.5�2300
nm range. The spectra were collected from 320 to 2300 nm,
with 1.0 nm resolution and integration times of 0.64 s. A dry
and finely ground magnesium oxide (MgO) powder was used
as a reflectance reference material. Prior to any measurements,
all cluster-assembled materials were finely ground and diluted
with MgO to 30% by weight.

Theoretical Calculations. Studies on the cluster solids were car-
ried out using the Vienna ab initio stimulation package code43

based on density functional theory (DFT). The projector aug-
mented wave pseudopotentials44 are taken to describe the
electron-ion interaction. The generalized gradient approxima-

tion (GGA) is used for treating the exchange interactions and cor-
relations.45 Brillouin zone integrations have been done on
Monkhorst-Pack46 grid k-points, using the tetrahedral method.
The kinetic energy cutoff of 350 eV is taken for the plane wave
basis.

Studies of clusters were done using the ADF DFT code.47

The GGA used was proposed by Perdew, Burke and Enzerhof,45

with a TZVP basis set, the zeroth order regular approximation
(ZORA) for relativistic effects was used,48 and Hirshfeld charges
were calculated to estimate charge transfer.49
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